early '06 - Wmnanived
$150 +
78 C
250 Yen

Windmill Suites
(520) 577-0007

Becky (212) 592-1178
Michelle (212) 592-1023

AK con # H GAGMA
AZ 627-BPT
206 250 9262

27 1 am.

- Best of Youth
- (Video)
- # of mine
- unexcitable
- is this my son?
- Who did you buy it from? Even luck?
mature?

CV was same age as tree

coconut palm along its

to grow as slowly

only reason

altered its ways

surprised as hell

to be alive

They gave you a

remind on that cheetah.
Doubts were lifelong
he was smarting from
are tolled
A X what people
do.$750/mo $616/30
HP/ax 700

car in / one by phone

while she swirled there streaming
pursuing elk
Ben was shocked.

hands on her.
How does a person write
to a writer?
I can just sense a
symbol.
You fucking will.

Nobodie's named Jones.
It's taken.

Never mind.

Bright or moon.

Write

Some kind of event
p. 11 - 4
p. 12 - 4
p. 23 - only standing
11 to all be in war-
29 - bartender?
27 - eminent
p. 33 - best friend
p. 34 - his friend
p. 38 - he might
p. 40 - how old?
p. 43 - definite news
I can't even sure.

McC, Alex - old farmer name

Abraham Lincoln

Jazz

take R veer - Q

Cedar Trail: L R

22nd (Cyclone L

L 15 in Cedar R trail -
go under R 15 pm)
10:20 AM

Salsa + Water
Wilcox interchange
5 of Treadco Station

El & Arizona
1st Ave belo
Grant
Sanman seafood

Zone 78
(w/ M. Wilson)
6:08

Ralph Waldt - Tue.
520 212 2272

Poca Cojo moving to
Scott J. Pennington
name?

B led around @
silent mi. 7. main
split open by
ambushing soldiers

of water

Great
town queues.
- 3 yrs
- General follow-up in Tucson
- Toulant Derm had no experience w/rare ailment
- I said & biopsy did ID it, but
- my case still doesn't quite fit text like diagnosis - spot
- on shins, calves, upper arms
- shoulders
- Treatment options did not appeal, so I've tried self
- Fried head at VA Mason
- has some patients w/ gm
- & has had some luck w/ vitamins. (He'd need copy
- of biopsy report)
You eat dreams. Write in your hand. We're of civics.

victoronders hung up the sheets

critics who elongate can't stutter past the over a week.
In our next instalment,

Win me for unhappy.

I'll reasonably go...

Rising from
Incipient shrill

Despite I dreams
4 fl oz mix
2 tsp compost
5-10-10
Miracle-Gro

Heazy

just had deployed in Korea. Thinking that was fun.

hip-up insta@
unsampled
You'll like it a lot.

Ray see

blow them ... in
passing. I went
on up to trail

So many ways: way
wrapped humanity.
He grimaced @ me not thought: do the best to
M Cutley 2/11 Cape barns
2 pt mix - 1 C5 compax
tall-purpose
Mir-Gro
Dolomite lime
Keep猛
cottonseed meal (2)
Magnesium oil (2)
(On Earth)
open to interin
B's hopes sagged
to
help pay
can't afford
can't afford
idle
clutter

same mid qtrs
draw mid tithe
- after mid life
F'd well be a job

idea.

he'd roll in sodomy, down
was - anything like, then
It had taken him no time

Liz Proper

in no way, shape or form

Deeps in above captured

endless wonder.

Poetry Home Rep Manual
NY: Gabriela @ Cafe Cichl

just rolling around heaver
all day.

She had done this
just once before

140/06 100
hegde stunts

Flying her tag  
will hit planes
cheap brushes
fuzzy bulbs (2 kinds)
heather

All over is exactly
please

handcuff in mil
uniform—usually MP-

Narcissus was an
amateur.
world changes under you. Yx/xt is no longer yz even.

- in next China $ into Alliance
- sold over from Ugd Tech $10,000 to TAP New Era?
- Ugd IRA to Global Tech
Ugd IRA - 100 Y ear alliance

do can autoamputer
for to RON it.
For min. (20s) on end...

emerald

almond eyes

great ships pass, Y

water shimmers on dock.

all of accumulated

my story, I owns

back, why not you?
Pro: Feelings in my heart
- started 3 years ago (massages)
- 2 years ago, asked Derm biopsy
- told it's transient, but may be relapses

aggravations:
- heavy shirts (Tucson)
- sun (back of fingers)
- warm shower (bumps day after)

treatment: vitamins?
- UVA?

- no prednisone (bone calcium)
- MGUS

neck mole OVER
50-70 strength
Vit D 1 mo -
call him
UVA 3 min w/ mo
$10 ea. 7
olve 0/2 - takes mo to bother shin
be aggressive
10 min sun

Symptoms: raping
alternate T
Vit D cream -
Degrease
start from scratch.

... while you pretend

... and along reasonably

well, OK?

ugly

ugly

millions of

dreaded grains

what goes round...

... if this is any

cosmic justice

Thomas
UBB Store

anniversary card

Jane Unrequited / Stone Canyons

Marginal Errett / God's Country

Ted Kooser

Javier Marias / Written Lives

James MacK / People of the Act of Love

Luis Fugoso / Skins Drift

Bill Gaston / So entula

rollerball refill for Pen
Another 7 more chills, barring them a gap in law of averages, crypt in an B's spirit as he stumbled from.
C42

Church - 6 p.m. reception
Parli - 2:30 Sat. Sun.
- in library (Lourdes, Barbara, Victor)

rule of 7 - (morning words)
Farwell's Tree Heal
a Grafting Seal
grafting bands
vegetative budding/ knife
weevil roses
Isn't yet plant
chix manners?

folded - itty

another harvest up now
Will cannot take you past all barricades. But some.

tried to cordon that off.
You can cordon set of from here. Soldier did it all the time.

p. 233. rein

Under Big Dipper
jun xagon: our sauce tree
blue: karmin

grass: yell 4 chin 4
sh: hands 6 blue rep

peoples 4 face 7 heaven
( stars )

hushed
Rocker Work + H'way
3523 Stone Way

Bulldog News 322-6397
s up to 175-24
S 62-7550

W'ford po. 1329 N 47th
Bullard 5706 17th NW
day nighthawks
$225
$75
$95
He was being naïve.
He was sure he knew.
Points in distributor cap?

- Silk floss
- Brushing
- White grease
- Showing chain / chain tension
- Grease / chain wear
- Powdered (presumably with stearate)
hat

bathing sea

rock climbing

acid horses

milk horses

street

shaving bumpy/Palmotine
garden stones

pension poet

reflective

abstem
0.23/

Honorary electrician

Eli Ann Scarborough

Steve x Monica

Evans - Art. Ted
25' on a desk
13' along
24' can
6' 2'

$300

Davy Jones' locker shop
20th July
24th July
25th July
BBQ 36" x 24"
garbage - same

Lightly fastened to. Only.
She was afraid of him.

Clock shop
I shall play: set of.
plays
130/25
161 #
90 of plasma cells in treatment
1G A lambela
0.5 → 1.4

copying strategy:
- light MPS mill
- visual ringing

medias (even effort)
Pacific Café en Granbant
fun of @
from comedy
how start
generating
- characters
plots - people
- acquiring home
-picketing home
David Wynn

Jack Nicholson - Visible Bone

"Fancy, come Jake" - Hepburn

Accuracy, spontaneity & mystery
Aug 9 - Doug S.
After lunch
Dinner

Typewriter?
Water?
Thurs: Need note
Order books
Call Amy
Camp copies (NIE, too)
Powell's for
Water near Heathen
Order lots: Stacia
Get garbage ready
Cross energy of green kids (Canada)

Martin & Sheila to reception

25,000 moving parts
break down
Sheri
Traveler
Rick Kennedy 379-1446
Jack 385-5019
(c60)